Book Now
for 2019-20
With forensic DNA expert, professor,
and award-winning Author

Dr. Ruth Ballard
A fascinating peek into the world of forensic
science, delivered by a real-life DNA expert!
Your students hear a lot these days about the power of
forensic DNA to catch criminals and exonerate the innocent.
But is DNA really the “magic bullet” portrayed by the media
and on TV? How does this bold, exciting, powerful technology
work, and where is it taking us? What’s it really like to be a
criminalist and what’s the best path to get there?

I SHINE A LIGHT ON FORENSIC DNA!
I’m an insider who’s been working in the field of forensic DNA for more than 25 years, as a
professor at Sacramento State and as an expert consultant for the courts. I’ll excite your
students about forensic DNA with my stories from the trenches and challenge them to
think critically about DNA’s power and perils. Forensic Science Made Simple is unlike any
other school visit program. Your students will love it, and who knows? Some of them may
be inspired to join the next generation of elite crime-solving scientists!
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Tailored for Grades 7-12
STEM Education and NGSS
Hands-on Learning
Flexible scheduling
Competitive Pricing

www.DrRuthBallard.com/school-visits

SIX “MIX AND MATCH” MODULES

A

Forget TV. What Forensic DNA Scientists Really Do

B

From the Trenches: Dr. Ballard’s Most Fascinating DNA Cases!

C

So You Want to Be a Criminalist? Tips for College and Beyond

D
E

Ethics: DNA Databases, Forensic Genealogy, and Privacy
How DNA Caught the Golden State Killer!
SPECIAL MODULE F
(NORTHERN CA ONLY)

Forensic Biology Mini-Labs…
brought right to your classroom!
There’s nothing like hands-on learning to
excite students about the science in forensic
science. My mini-labs are flexibly designed
to fit your science classroom or lab
resources. From screening evidence with a
Crime Lite to extracting and genotyping
DNA, your students will begin with an
evidence box and end with writing a report
on their findings…. Just like a real forensic
scientist!

Three convenient ways to book a visit:
Call me at 916-835-3757
Email me at DrRuthBallard@gmail.com
Or… log onto my website for more
information and scheduling options
Tales by Moons-Light™ book series
Science-Rich Adventure Books
with a Forensic DNA Twist!

www.DrRuthBallard.com/school-visits

